MEET THE ARTIST

Judy Saltzman

Editing photos
and layering
watercolours

Back in Time.
74 x 53 cm.
“Appreciate that my
artwork differs from
other watercolour
paintings. What
appeals to me are
stark lines, strong
shapes made up
of blocks of colour
and creating
images with the
illusion of action
and depth. I began
experimenting
with the pouring
technique during
a workshop: I fell
in love with it and
then adapted it to
make it my own.
Pouring/layering
watercolours is
rather indirect and
although it does
require advance
preparation, I
like this method
and find that it
gives me a lot of
flexibility as well as
the ability to ‘play’
with my paintings.
The liquid colours
blend together
unpredictably and
since my drawings
are very detailed,
this loose approach
of layering paint
allows for lots of
freedom.”

THE AMERICAN ARTIST
JUDY SALTZMAN DOESN’T
SHY AWAY FROM USING A
CAMERA AND A COMPUTER
FOR HER PAINTINGS. IN THIS
ARTICLE, SHE REVEALS ALL
ABOUT HER USE OF MODERN
TECHNOLOGY AND HOW IT
COULD IMPROVE YOUR
OWN PAINTINGS.
Salty Sisters.
74 x 74 cm.
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The Art of Watercolour: Your technique is original and
quite amazing. Could you tell us how it came about?
Judy Saltzman: I have been digitally adjusting photos
for the last 20 years in my consulting work (creating marketing projects for real estate agents). Many
photos need digital help, for example changing dark
cloudy days into sunny days with blue skies. I also
close garage doors that have been left open, hide
trash cans overlooked during the photo shoot and

remove weeds or a line of birds on the rooftop. I’m
quite comfortable using the computer.
TAW: Do all your paintings start with a photograph?
J. S.: Every one is different, but most begin in the
field as I capture experiences with my camera. Next
I upload the photos onto a computer and manipulate them with different programmes until I get the
effect I’m seeking. I work at pixel level changing
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JUDY SALTZMAN

Safe
Passage.
56x 76 cm.
“I know many
artist who refuse
to embrace
technology when
it comes to art and
yet artists have
always pushed back
the boundaries by
looking outside
what’s perceived
as ‘traditional’ and
incorporating other
aspects into their
work. Rembrandt
experimented
with techniques
to develop a new
medium for coating
his etchings. The
Impressionists
were able to paint
outside after
portable paint tubes
were invented.
Andy Warhol
sold his screened
prints as fine art.
Technology has
historically provided
artists with new
ways to express
themselves and I
support this fully.”

Oriental
Lanterns.
53 x 53 cm.

colours and tone. The process sometimes takes days
create subtle, yet strong visual impact and an overas I adjust the exposure, intensity, colour, shapes
all rhythm. I tilt the paper at various angles to allow
and layering to convey
the paint to mingle and run
the impression I want to
together on the surface.
HAT IS IMPORTANT IS
achieve. Once satisfied, I
There are generally 8 to 10
convert the image to graysometimes more.
THE FINAL RESULT NOT AN layers,
scale to check there are
Once dry, I use the masking
enough value changes to
fluid to protect these colour
IMAGINARY LINE DIVIDING
suit me, before printing the
values and continue the
re-mastered image. Next
process with consecutively
TRADITIONAL WORKS
I use a grid and sketch my
darker washes. It takes lots
design onto Arches 140 lb
of time and patience. When
OF ART FROM NEW
cold press paper stretched
the masking is rubbed off,
on gaterboard. I draw the
the painting reveals itself.
CONTEMPORARY WORKS
forms and shapes almost
as though I were creating a stained-glass window.
TAW: Would it be right to say that your background
While drawing, critical decisions are made as to design
in stained glass and leather work has influenced your
changes, intensity of light and painting method. My
style?
background in pattern-making for stained-glass and
J. S.: To create custom leather garments, handbags
leatherwork helps me connect shapes.
and sandals meant that I had to develop the ability
to make an accurate pattern/template. This skill set
TAW: You use a great deal of masking fluid…
helped me transition to stained glass, as I honed
J. S.: The paintings are a succession of masking and
my ability to recognise and understand underlying
adding saturated layers of colour wet into wet. I move
patterns. My current work reflects the integration
from the lightest value to the darkest. My goal is to
of my previous creative efforts and I appreciate your

“W

,

.”
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recognition that I’m using design, shapes and values
to create images that evoke emotion and convey
movement. An accurate composition is the first step
in creation and paramount in determining what the
final product looks like. That initial training helped me
visualise images as collections of connected shapes
and my experience in this field has taught me to simplify and distil an image down to its essence before
trying to set it to watercolour paper.
TAW: Do you see watercolour as being a complete
technique in its own right, or do you feel it has certain
weaknesses and can be improved by the use of other
tools and techniques, such as computers and mixed
media?
J. S.: I chose watercolour because I was living part time
on a sailboat and it was the natural choice due to my
lack of space. Watercolour is a strong and exciting
medium and is, in my opinion a complete medium in
its own right, although others have mixed it quite successfully with other media. I can’t see any weaknesses
of disadvantages that need to be strengthened or
remedied! For me, the possibilities of watercolour are
unlimited . It is so versatile: with every new painting, I
learn more about its unique properties.

CREATIVITY VS TECHNOLOGY
I know many artist who refuse to embrace technology
when it comes to Art. Yet, artists push the boundary
by looking outside of what’s perceived as “traditional”
to incorporate other aspects into their work.
Rembrandt experimented with techniques to develop a
new medium for coatings his etchings. Impressionists
were able to paint outside after portable paint tubes
were invented.
Andy Warhol sold his screened prints as fine art.
Technology historically provided artists with new ways
to express themselves, and I support this fully.
I don’t have strong feelings about traditional art shows
frowning on new forms of watercolour. There are plenty
of venues for experimental and mixed media. When
participating in these shows, I do think it is critical to
respect and adhere to the rule of that organization,
when participating in their shows. As an example, take
transparent art venues. Sometimes I decide to mix it
up and paint using opaque paints. I would not submit
a painting that used opaque paint in an exhibition of
transparent works. It’s about honouring the tradition.
While I am not a purest, I do appreciate that there is a
place and time. It reminds me of fellow sailors refusing
to use technology based navigation instruments.
I know how to use celestial navigation and have
appreciation for the ancient science but I’ll still use
a GPS when I travel. There are different strokes and
no right or wrong.
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Step
by step
‘The Sisters’
53 x 53 cm

THE SUBJECT
The idea for ‘The Sisters’
came to me during a yacht
race. It was clear that these 2
women sailors were working
in unison; their boat glided
through the water with a
grace that set them apart.
When recording images
like this, it’s important to be
respectful of the racers and
not affect the outcome by
taking their wind. Waiting for
a good shot while sitting in
a small boat bobbing about

like a cork all day is not for
everyone. You also need a
long camera lens and a strong
anchor!
First I made some quick
corrections to the photos
with Microsoft Office Picture
Manager. Most computers
have this software and one
can easily edit brightness,
colour, rotation and crop the
image. There is an advanced
setting under brightness
which I recommend to my
students for help in learning

values. Next in Photoshop I
fine-tuned the full range of
values and colours and added
shapes in the background to
break up the horizon. The
image was cropped again and
I added some more splashes
to create action. I played
around for over a week
before deciding whether to do
the painting or not.
DRAWING
I draw on vellum paper
(20 lb, 24’’ wide roll) for a

TAW: Is transparency important when choosing colours?
J. S.: I have created my own colour charts using different paints on different papers, so I have a rough idea
of what to expect as they move and dry. Some paints
push and others pull. If I’ve chosen to work wet into
wet I only use transparent colours; some paintings
have so many layers that transparent watercolours
are the only way to preserve luminosity and depth
of field. Certain colours and brands will show greater
granulation and I give consideration to this, especially
when painting skies and faces. My preferred brand is
Winsor & Newton, but for faces I use Holbein’s Burnt
Sienna and for skies Daler Rowney’s Permanent Blue.
TAW: What is at the heart of your creative process?
J. S.: I believe the heart of the creative process lies in
the idea you want to convey. I disagree with the longstanding notion that if a person uses mechanical tools
like a computer, a viewfinder or other such items, then
their effort must lack artistic expression. Everything
we human beings do has its foundation in the creative
urge. The creative process starts with a concept or
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number of reasons. Firstly I
can use a 1” x 1” grid under
the paper and secondly the
drawing is permanent and its
surface is not distressed by
repeated erasing. I use a light
box to transfer my artwork
onto watercolour paper, a
preference that probably goes
back to making stained glass.
MASKING FLUID
I mask all whites or any other
area I want to preserve. I
prefer Pebeo drawing gum.

I have tried colourless ones,
but I left out areas I intended
to mask because the fluid is
so invisible! Don’t leave the
solution on the paper too
long!
FIRST WASHES
My technique is slightly
different to traditional
pouring. As I live in such a
small space, I try to limit the
mess and not waste paint. I
thoroughly wet the stretched
paper and then drip or

idea, but must be followed up with a plan or design, the
courage to start and the inspiration to see it through. I
enjoy the ongoing problem-solving that is inherent to
watercolour painting. With practice problem-solving
becomes more intuitive. I find the drawing sessions
to be very therapeutic and relaxing, while the actual
painting process is more consciously creative, as I
allow the paint to mix and flow in spontaneous ways.
TAW: More and more artists are using computers.
How do you see this situation evolving?
J. S.: We can reject or embrace the digital medium.
If we embrace digital, we’ll be open to explore new
perspectives and new ways to express our ideas.
The possibilities are endless and anyway technology
is here to stay and it is redefining art in strange, new
ways. It’s only the beginning. There is some irony
when those who oppose technology still use a camera
to ‘capture the moment’ and see no conflict in creating
unlimited giclee prints of their artwork.
Text by Janine Gallizia /
Photos: all rights reserved

splatter the paint that I have
pre-mixed in small plastic jars,
using pipettes or brushes.
COLOUR MIXES
Spraying with a spritz of
water helps move the paint
and make it dance across the
surface. Marine paintings are
usually cool in colour so I add
warmth in the first few layers,
using the lightest values first
(Cobalt, Manganese, Burnt
Sienna, Brown Madder and
Mineral Violet.

PAINTING THE SAME
PAINTING 3 TIMES !
The first time I hadn’t finished
and I was leaving for vacation.
I didn’t realise until my return
that the mask was stuck on.
The painting ended up in the
trash, but because I liked the
painting (and had the vellum
drawing) I decided to start
again. After it was completed,
a person I respected noted
that the painting seemed cold
and very blue. I still liked the
subject, so I decided to give it

a third try – this time making
sure it had a warmer feel.
THE RIGHT TOOLS
The humidity here means
I must wait at least a day
before masking the next
layer and adding paint. With
each layer, I’m conscious of
working to create harmony.
If the drawing marks get
hard to see, I darken them
between layers. The process
continues; mask and splatter
with paint. I apply the masking

fluid with Cheap Joe’s Ugly
Brushes as they are cheap
and I go through a lot of them.
For splattering and working
wet into wet, I prefer Loew
Cornell since they hold lots
of pigment. When painting
wet onto dry, my favourites
are Escoda Kolinsky sable
Brushes.

easy to remove from cold
press paper, however rough
paper is more tricky and
you’ll need to be careful not
to damage the paper. When
all the masking is removed,
the painting reveals itself as if
by magic. To finish, I painted
a few areas that had been
reserved, such as the life vest
and strips on the hiking pants.

FINAL PAINTING
After the final layer, all the
masking is removed using a
rubber cement pick up. It’s

JUDY SALTZMAN’S

AN ARTIST’S LIFE

ADVICE

What is your current goal as an artist?
It is to paint every day. I also hope to participate in
more national and international shows and branch
out into art galleries that support marine artwork. But
regardless of all that, I simply want to paint every day.
What is your motto?
I currently have a few mantras, for example:
“Just be kind!” and “Life is good!”
WhatÕs the best piece of advice you have ever been
given?
I have been influenced by many fellow artists and I
am thankful and grateful to them for their wisdom,
kindness and the gift of sharing.
WhatÕs the most important lesson youÕve learnt?
Observe everything! Appreciate every challenge as
an opportunity to learn. Have the confidence and the
tenacity to pursue and follow your passion. I have learnt
that obstacles, no matter how big, can be overcome.
Believe in your artistic vision.
How do you Þnd interesting subjects?
I have many personal favourites: marine items, people,
architecture, nature, cooking. There are so many
subjects that are of interest that the list is endless.
Instead of looking for something new, I’m trying to find
typical subjects with a twist or to look at them
in a different way.

1. Learn to mix a variety of greens.
2. Take as many classes as you can,
paint everyday and keep creating.
3. Subtle value changes are more
effective than putting a 1 next to
an 8.
4. Add neutral tones of grey and
give the viewer a place to rest their
eyes.
5. Learn to draw with the help
of a grid.
6. Take a day off to experiment.
7. Enter art shows – get exposure.
8. Use the colour triangle for
harmony
9. Think variety, big and small
objects.
10. If you are wondering if you need
to go darker, trust your inner voice
and go for it!
11. As Mother Teresa said in her
prayer: “Do it Anyway”.
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